Abstract-Recent studies indicate that the number of system failures caused by main memory errors is much higher than expected. In contrast to the commonly used hardware-based countermeasures, for example using ECC memory, software based fault-tolerance measures are much more flexible and can exploit application knowledge, such as the criticality of specific data structures. This paper presents a software-based memory error protection approach, which we used to harden the eCos operating system in a case study. The main benefits of our approach are the flexibility to choose from an extensible toolbox of easily pluggable error detection and correction schemes as well as its very low runtime overhead, which totals in a range of 0.09-1.7 %. The implementation is based on aspect-oriented programming and exploits the object-oriented program structure of eCos to identify well-suited code locations for the insertion of generative fault-tolerance measures.
I. INTRODUCTION
Errors in main memory are one of the primary hardware problems for failures of today's computer systems [1], [2] , [3] , [4] . A recent study [1] reports that about one third of all machines in Google's server fleet suffer from at least one DRAM error per year. This, already severe, problem is expected to worsen in the future [5] , [6] , as VLSI technologies move to higher chip densities and lower operating voltages, dramatically increasing sensitivity to electromagnetic radiation.
A remedy to this problem is the use of memory-error protection hardware, nowadays common on almost every server system. A widespread form of protection is found in memory chips with error-correcting codes (ECC), such as the single-bit-error correcting and double-bit-error detecting (SEC DED) extended Hamming code [7] . By its very nature, this code cannot recover from word-wise multi-bit errors, which nonetheless contribute to a least 17 % of all DRAM errors in practice [3] , [4] . IBM's high-end Chipkill [8] technique tolerates such multi-bit errors (typically 4 adjacent bits) by interleaving a word to independent DRAM chips. However, this comes at the cost of reduced performance and up to 30 % higher energy consumption due to forced narrow-Va configuration [9] , so that Chipkill remains useful solely for very expensive, highly reliable systems. Low-cost systems, primarily addressed in this paper, cannot afford such advanced protection.
Hardware-based solutions usually protect the entire memory space -the overhead of redundancy is paid for every single bit, even if never used by the software. Often, bit errors in the used parts of the main memory do not affect the system's behavior, 978-1-4799-0181-4/13/$31.00 ©2013 IEEE for example if not read before the next write access. This highly depends on the application software (including the operating system) that, as we show in Section II, can be analyzed to find a partition into critical and non-critical memory spaces.
For these analyses, we assume a transient single-bit and burst fault model of the dynamic RAM. The read-only text segment, holding the program instructions, is stored in a far more reliable ROM. For instance, Flash memory used commonly in embedded systems is 3-5 orders of magnitude less susceptible to radiation than DRAM and SRAM [10] .
We propose a purely software-based memory-error protec tion that exploits the application's knowledge of critical memory accesses, which are extracted from the software 's source code at compile time and enforced by compiler-generated runtime checks. The greatest challenge is the placement of the runtime checks in the control flow of the software, that is, to analyze which instructions work on which parts of the memory. In general, this an undecidable problem. Therefore, we focus our analysis on object-oriented software, for which this problem becomes solvable with certain restrictions (see Section III).
In the following sections, we apply our software-based memory-error protection to the embedded Configurable operat ing system (eCos) [11] , which is written in object-oriented C++. Our software-based approach offers great flexibility in error detection and correction mechanisms, as it is configurable at compile time whether errors should be detected or additionally corrected, whether single-bit or multi-bit errors should be detected/corrected, and whether permanent or transient errors are considered. These decisions can be taken independently on each object-oriented data structure.
We make three contributions:
• We analyze the vulnerability of the embedded Config urable operating system (eCos) to memory errors on bit-level granularity (Section II) . It is shown that only a small fraction of RAM is susceptible in a sense that the operating system crashes or misbehaves. Errors in large parts of RAM do not affect the operating system's stability. We find that most error-susceptible memory is aligned to the operating system's internal data structures, such as Scheduler and Thread objects. However, this highly depends on the user applications that run on eCos.
• We precisely describe a generative algorithm for software-based error detection and correction in object oriented data structures (Section III and IV). This approach offers the flexibility to choose from an extensible toolbox of error-correcting codes, for ex ample Hamming codes. By exploiting aspect-oriented programming [12] , our algorithm can be easily applied to arbitrary C++ software, as a compiler automatically inserts the chosen protection mechanisms. This is the primary contribution of this paper.
• By applying our algorithm to the eCos kernel test suite, we prove the effectiveness and efficiency of our approach (Section V). The likelihood that the operating system fails due to transient single-bit and multi-bit errors is significantly reduced at a very low total runtime overhead of 0.09-l.7 %. Our evaluation points out the trade-offs between several error-correcting codes, showing that a two's complement addition checksum plus replica is very efficient.
II. PROBLEM ANALYSIS
the only DRAM bit errors that cause system crashes are those that occur within the roughly 1.5 % o/memory that is occupied by kernel code pages." [2] In general, the operating-system (OS) kernel is the most important piece of software with regard to dependability, as all other software components depend on the OS. Surprisingly, in spite of their impact on total system resiliency and -compared to the rest of the system -their very small memory footprint, state-of-the-art OS kernels are not equipped with software based protection against memory errors: An efficient software based fault-tolerance technique would offer an enormous potential to reduce system failures. Unfortunately, most earlier attempts to apply software-based memory protection suffer from excessive runtime overhead, ranging between 30 % and 260 % [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] . These studies only address user level applications; such extreme performance degradations are considered unacceptable for the OS layer, especially in the case of general-purpose OS.
The key to efficient software-based memory protection is to exploit knowledge on the application's behavior and its OS usage profile. Focusing on special-purpose embedded systems, this profile can be assumed to remain largely unchanged over a system's lifetime. Our working hypothesis is that only a small -application-dependent -subset of the OS's state is actually "mission critical", and faults in other parts of memory do not affect the system's stability. Accordingly, only the critical memory space needs protection, calling for a configurable and highly localized application of error detection (EDM) and error recovery mechanisms (ERM).
A. Baseline Assessment: eCos Fault Susceptibility
To assess the validity of this working hypothesis, we examined the fault resiliency of a set of benchmark and test programs for eCos by fault-injection experiments. Both the benchmark programs, bundled with eCos itself, and the eCos kernel are implemented in obj ect-oriented C++, and compiled Injections in white areas have no observable effect. Blue marks illegal memory accesses and jumps. CPU exceptions are colored red and timeouts yellow respectively. Green data points show benchmark runs that finish, but yield wrong output (silent data corruption).
for an i386 target. We used FAIL * [17] , a versatile fault injection (FI) and experimentation framework, to inject single bit flip faults (in Section V we additionally evaluate a burst error fault model) into Bochs, an IA-32 (x86) emulator, and to observe the benchmark behavior afterwards.
The fault-inj ection result excerpt in Figure 1 shows that the vast majority of injections have no effect on the benchmark run (white areas), and that failures often originate in the same memory locations (horizontally aligned, colored address space/time coordinates): These locations seem to represent the critical memory space for this particular benchmark and the chosen eCos configuration. Table I confirms this assumptionthe top ten program symbols respectively contiguous memory areas that caused the THREAD 1 benchmark to fail amount to 99.87 % of all observed abnormal program terminations. The MUTEX 1 results (in the same table) display a similar address space clustering, yet with a different distribution: As M UTEX 1 exhibits a different OS usage profile, a different subset of the program state is the most critical.
This baseline assessment reveals that in the chosen set of benchmarks, the kernel and application stacks and the scheduler-related kernel data structures (thread, scheduler, cyg_libcmain_ th read, idle_ th read, th read_obj, ... ) are the most susceptible. For the remainder of this paper, we will focus on the scheduler data structures that are more static in nature, and postpone the protection of dynamically growing and shrinking stack data to future work.
B. Solution Requirements
Our analysis in this section shows that, depending on the structure of the OS and the way it is used, the memory space exhibits "neuralgic spots", i.e., data objects that are much more critical than the remaining memory regions. By protecting only these critical objects, a protection mechanism could improve However, the approach poses some software engineering challenges: As the set of critical objects depends on the application scenario, the mechanism has to be implemented in a generic way so that it can be reused in all possible scenarios. Ideally, the solution would be modular and completely separated from the protected software component. This would allow developers to reuse the generic protection mechanism in different operating systems or even on the application software level.
III. GENERIC OBJECT PROTECTION
"A little redundancy, thoughtfully deployed and exploited, can yield significant benefits for fa ult tolerance; however, excessive or inappropriately applied redundancy is pointless." [18] Fine-grained protection of kernel objects calls for a fault tolerance measure that can monitor the data flow between main memory and the protected software component -in our case the eCos operating system. Ideally, the solution would guarantee that when the software reads data, its value is always the same as the last value written into the memory cell, regardless of any bit flips that happened in between. Yet, data flow monitoring is difficult to realize, as we have to deal with low-level infrastructure software that is compiled to machine code. Running the entire eCos in a virtual machine would be one way to approach the problem. However, this is not only a very costly approach but also infeasible for many embedded hardware platforms that do not support virtualization. Therefore, the memory-error protection has to become an integral part of the protected software itself. This could either be achieved by using an extended compiler or, as we did, by means of aspect-oriented programming [12] .
During the design of the mechanism, special care has to be taken to avoid any runtime overhead. For instance, comparing all accessed memory locations with a set of monitored address ranges in software at runtime is out of the question. Thus, to provide a highly-efficient mechanism, our solution follows two main design principles: I) We exploit application knowledge at compile time and, thus, minimize the number of runtime checks.
2)
We abandon the aforementioned goal to detect every bit flip in accessed data, but try to balance the trade off between the cost of injected checks and the gained error-detection rate.
A. Exploiting Object-Oriented Structure
A running program generates a sequence of read and write operations on memory cells with different addresses. Additionally, each memory cell may be subj ect to a non deterministic hardware fa ult, which causes one or more bit flips. While a write is not susceptible to a preceding fa ult, a read with a preceding fa ult will make the program use wrong data. This might cause program failure . To avoid this, the write operation can additionally store some redundant data about the written value, which can be used to detect and even correct bit flips by the read operation. However, doing this for every memory cell that is occupied by a critical data structure is very expensive. We thus follow design principle 2 by identifying groups of subsequent read and write operations with temporal locality. When we find such a group, the check can be performed only once before the first operation of the group and the redundant information about the memory cell can be saved once after the last operation. The underlying assumption is that there are long periods in which the memory cell is unused between one group and the next. If a fa ult happens at a random point in time, the probability that it hits such an inter-group time frame is very high. This means that we can still detect most faults, but have a drastically reduced overhead.
The overhead can be reduced even more if we also merge groups that share a similar memory access pattern. In other words: Two groups whose operations access different memory locations can be merged into a multi group if they overlap in time significantly. The implementation can then calculate shared redundancy information over multiple memory cells, which is more efficient. Furthermore, checks and calculations can be performed only once per multi group.
The key question for the efficient implementation of the sketched mechanism is how to detect the temporal and spatial connections of read and write operations at compile time (design principle I). Obj ect orientation is the most natural solution: If the program was designed in an object-oriented manner, there is an implicit connection between its data objects (instances of classes) and the program code that manipulates them (methods of the class). We can thus approximate a multi group as the sequence of read and write operations performed by a method of a class while it manipulates an object. This means that ...
• before a method of a critical object is executed, our mechanism checks whether the object suffered from a memory fault.
• after the execution of the method, redundancy informa tion about the object's state is calculated and stored.
Aspect-oriented programming is the implementation technique that we find most suitable for this task.
B. Exploiting Features of Aspect-oriented Programming
The idea behind aspect-oriented programming (AOP) is to provide language features that support the modular im plementation of crosscutting concerns, i.e., concerns of the implementation that affect various different locations of the program in a systematic way. This is achieved by defining rules such as the following:
"Tn programs P, whenever condition C arises, perform action A." [19] As P, C, and A can be provided by the programmer, AOP offers a very generic mechanism to instrument arbitrary programs (P) with error detection and correction code (A) whenever a member function of a critical object is executed (C). A tool called aspect weaver, which typically performs a code transformation at compile time, makes sure that the demanded adaptation of the control flow is actually performed. Besides this adaptation mechanism, aspect-oriented languages typically also provide an introspection mechanism, which allows the programmer of the rules to write generic actions that may depend on the target program's structure. Aspect-oriented language extensions are, for instance, available for Java (AspectJ [20] ) and C++ (AspectC++ [21] ). The latter is strongly focused on compile-time code adaptation and can exploit the C++ template mechanism for powerful code synthesis. With these three ingredients, namely the code adaptation feature, the inlrospeclion mechanism, and C++'s code synlhesis capabilities, AspectC++ is a powerful tool for writing reusable fauIt tolerance mechanisms, which are woven into the protected software component at compile time. Figure 2 on the following page shows a simplified ver sion of our generic object-protection mechanism written in the AspectC++ language. The aforementioned rules are de fined with the advice keyword, as in lines 3, 8 and 10. In AspectC++, rules (advice definitions) that implement a common concern are grouped in an aspect. The definition of our GenericObjectProtection aspect starts in line 1 with the keyword aspect. One of the benefits of aspect-oriented programming over other implementation techniques is that for crosscutting concerns the source code almost directly reflects the software developer's intention. For example, the pieces of advice in lines 8 and 10 are almost a literal translation of the two rules mentioned at the end of Section III-A on the previous page: In line 11, a function check() is called before any call to a member function of a prolected class. In line 9, a function update () is called after the construction of a protected class' instance or a member function call.
The built-in pointer tj p i can be used by advice code to access context information about the condition that triggered its execution in a generic way. tj p ->ta rget () yields the target obj ect of the construction or fu nction call, respectively. Besides the ta rget () function, the AspectC++ JoinPoint-API [22] provides much more context information, especially static type information such as the type of the calling and the called object (JoinPoint: :That and JoinPoint: :Target).
Advice definitions are also generic in the sense that they use the point cut protectedClasses() to address the points of adaptation. A pointcut is merely an alias for a reusable part of a condition. In line 2 it is defined to match the Cyg_Scheduler class and the Cyg_ Th read class. 2
In AspectC++ the adaptation mechanism can not only affect the control flow -it can also inject structural extensions. The advice in line 3 demonstrates this feature. Here the protected classes are extended by three new members: A data member replica, which will store the object's information redundantly, and the two member functions check () and update () . The details of the implementation can be easily replaced to support different protection algorithms, e.g., using Hamming code, cyclic redundancy checks (CRC), or triple-modular redundancy (TMR). An essential language feature needed by our protection mechanisms is, again, the JoinPoint type. For structural extensions, this built-in type is the interface to the introspection mechanism of AspectC++, which provides the injected members with information about the target type of the extension. For example, it describes all data members of the target class including their type. We can exploit this information by using it as a parameter for generative C++ template metaprograms, such as the JPTL: :MemberIterator. It is important to note that a template metaprogram "runs" at compile time. This means that it does not consume any runtime. It is a powerful, Tu ring-complete [23] code-synthesis mechanism.
C. Summary of the Benefits
In summary, our approach is an economic kind of software based fault-tolerance mechanism, which can be used to detect and correct transient memory faults. It exploits the temporal locality of memory access operations in member functions of classes in obj ect-oriented software. Section V will present the achieved error detection and correction rate in comparison to the performance overhead and increased code size.
From the software-engineering point of view the implemen tation is also interesting. Due to aspect-oriented programming the solution is very convenient for users. The source code of the protected software component does not have to be changed for deploying a reusable memory-error-protection aspect. lt suffices to list the most critical classes in a pointcut definition. The design also facilitates the selection of application-specific fault models. For example, in a very harsh or critical environment one could deploy an aspect that can deal with multiple bit flips in the same object. Finally, as the approach is based on source-to-source transformation with AspectC++ (weaving), it is inherently portable. 
IV. DESIGN CHALLENGES AND DECISIONS
This section discusses the challenges that we encountered during design and implementation of the generic object protection algorithm. These challenges relate to particular details of the algorithm that have not been addressed in the previous section.
A. Selection of Data Members to Protect
The fundamental idea of our approach is to exploit that data members are only accessed within member functions of the same class. However, this is not the case for public data members, which are readable and writable by arbitrary program statements. Anyway, public data members are rarely used in obj ect-oriented software 3 , and we are convinced that it is feasible to exclude such members from the generic object protection. Therefore, we need infonnation about the protection level (either public, protected or private) of each data mem ber to determine whether it is supposed to be covered by the object protection. This information is provided by AspectC++'s compile-time introspection feature for structural extensions: JoinPoint: : MEMBERS reflects the number of data members of the target class, and JoinPoint: :Member<I>: :prot encodes the protection level of the I th member. In a similar way, its Type as well as a pointer to the member can be obtained. Given this introspection information, it is feasible to write a single generative C++ template metaprogram that iterates over all data members of any class instance. Then, arbitrary computations -for example, checksum calculations -can be generated, additionally filtering out public data members . Thus, the error detection (EDM) and error-recovery mechanisms (ERM) used throughout this paper are formulated as generative template metaprograms that rest upon AspectC++'s introspection feature.
B. Allocation of Redundancy
The amount of redundancy needed for a particular data structure depends on the deployed EDM/ERM. To guarantee a certain error detection and correction probability, the total amount of redundancy has to grow with the protected data's size (in tenns of bits). Therefore, the structural extension (see Section ill-B) of a target class C by a data member that holds the redundancy R implies that the redundant-data-member's size depends on the size of the target class:
3 The object-oriented paradigm encourages developers to declare important data as protected or p ri vate to restrict access and prevent unwanted modifications by other software components.
The factor r is specified by the particular EDMIERM, for example, r is 2 for TMR. Such an equation is obviously a paradox, as a growth of C leads to a growth of R and the other way around. A solution for this problem is to define the size of R to depend only on the size of the data members of C without R. Unfortunately, there is no generic way to express this solution in plain CIC++, but the compile-time introspection feature of the AspectC++ compiler allows to implement a template metaprogram that iterates over all data members prior to the introduction of redundancy. By this means, the built-in sizeof operator can be applied to every data member independently and the results are added up by the metaprogram. This sum is a compile-time constant and, for instance, can be used to introduce an array of redundant bytes. The main benefit of this solution is that unwanted data members can be excluded from the size calculation, for example public data members as well as compiler-generated alignment padding inside a data structure.
C. Object Composition
The next challenge that we encountered is the composition of objects. Let the class C contain a class-type member Csub plus redundancy: C = {Csub, ... , R}. Given this definition, the subobject -an instance of Csub -would be protected twice, both by R and its own redundancy Rsub. Thus, we decided to exclude subobjects from the generic object protection, so that subobjects are only protected once. We implemented the exclusion of subobjects by C++ type traits [24] , which is a template-based technique that allows to make decisions based on types, for instance by testing whether a data member is of class type (subobject), a pointer, an integer, and so on. Additionally, this technique offers a way to tailor the generic object protection to cover only particular data members, for instance just pointers. We have not further investigated this opportunity yet.
D. Static Call-site Analysis
The fundamental idea of generic object protection is to associate error-correction-and-detection with member fu nctions of data structures. Before a member fu nction is called, checks are performed, and after return from that function, the re dundancy information is recalculated. These actions can take place either at the caller or the callee. The former approach results in O( #call sites) complexity, whereas the latter leads to O(#member functions). In general, when the number of call sites and member functions are unknown, both solutions are feasible. However, the call-site approach offers the advantage of providing knowledge about the caller. Consider two member functions II and 12 of the same data structure, and II calls 12 at some point in the dynamic control flow, for example: mainO -+ obj.1I 0 -+ obj.hO. Then, concerning the call from II to 12, any checks and redundancy recalculations should be omitted, because the check would immediately be succeeded by the recalculation. The decision to omit checks/recalculations on such call sites can be taken at compile time by a static analysis of the call relationships. Basically, the caller and the callee must be compared, and only if both refer to same data structure, the protection mechanism can be skipped.
The 10inPoint API of AspectC++ (see Section ill-B) provides the necessary information to implement such a static call-site analysis. In the body of call-advice code, the class type of the caller (JoinPoint: : That) as well as the class type of the callee (JoinPoint: : Target) are exposed by the 10inPoint API.
These class types can be tested on equality by C++ type traits . Moreover, pointers to the caller/callee objects can be obtained by tjp ->that() and tjp ->target() respectively, which can be compared directly. The comparison of types is necessarily a compile-time decision. Comparing object-pointers boils down to testing C++'s built-in this pointers, which can be optimized out when the result is known at compile time. Therefore, we decided to exploit this static information to minimize the runtime checks by choosing the call-site approach paired with static analyses.
This design decision further enables the minimization of the time window between checks and redundancy recalculations, because outgoing function calls that leave a protected data structure can be handled as well. As an example, consider a member function f that calls the C-library fu nction printf () . Then, inside f, the call to p rintf () can be enclosed by inverted EDMlERM-actions: frecalcula t eO -+ p rintfO -+ fc h eckO· Thus, during the execution of p rintf ( ), the data structure of f is safe. These additional checks/recalculations clearly increase the overhead of our approach (mostly code size), but greatly improve error detection and correction capabilities. This is especially true for calls that block the running process.
E. Inheritance
Special attention has to be paid to the object-oriented principle of inheritance. In C++, a base class can be extended by a derived class, and the derived class inherits all members from the base class. Members of the base class are directly accessible in the derived class (except for members that are declared private). When a function of a derived class is called, the data members of all its base classes have to be verified. This is the case for the aforementioned classes Cyg_Scheduler and Cyg_ Th read of eCos, which inherit from four base classes each.
The information about base classes of an arbitrary class cannot be retrieved in plain C++, and again, requires compile time introspection for being implemented. The AspectC++ compiler provides a template-based list of all base classes (JoinPoint: : BaseClass<I» in a similar way as the infor mation about data members is provided. By this means, a generative C++ template metaprogram can iterate over all base classes and invoke check/recalculate actions on each of them. Additionally, such an iteration has to be performed recursively, that is, to iterate over the bases of the bases, and so on.
The second challenge with respect to inheritance is the dynamic dispatch of virtual functions. A virtual function, implemented in a base class, can be overridden by several derived classes. When such a function is called, the actual fu nction's implementation is not chosen before runtime. Hence, it is impossible to determine the callee obj ect type of a virtual function call at compile time. This uncertainty conflicts with our static call-site analysis approach. Therefore, we decided to complement the static analysis by a dynamic dispatch of check/recalculate actions. For classes with inheritance, the functions that check/recalculate the redundancy become virtual functions, so that their invocation is dispatched to the most derived class belonging to a particular object. After the dynamic dispatch to the most derived class happened, the base classes are processed as described above. In summary, data structures that are built from several base classes are treated holistically by the base-class iteration plus dynamic dispatch. However, the decision whether a class is covered by the generic object protection can be taken independently of its inheritance relations. Furthermore, any function calls inside such an inheritance hierarchy can be detected by the static call-site analysis, and the object-protection mechanism can be optimized out for such cases.
F. Multi-threading
An important requirement to the generic object protection is the support for multi-threading, as needed when applied to the eCos operating system. By support for multi-threading we mean that our approach works correctly for data structures that are used concurrently by multiple threads -and not that our implementation itself spawns several threads to perform its duty in parallel.
Our first observation is that every EDM/ERM operation (check/recalculate) on shared data-structures must be atomic, considering a thread that is preempted while verifying a checksum. In the meanwhile, other threads could alter the particular data structure and its checksum, so that, when the suspended thread is resumed, it finds an inconsistent state. Thus, concurrent EDM/ERM operations must be serialized by synchronization primitives, such as a semaphore/mutex, a kernel lock, or by suppressing interrupts. The choice of locking mechanism depends on the actual data structure, e.g., data structures used during interrupts require to suppress them while performing EDM/ERM actions. User-level-only data structures, on the other hand, can be synchronized by a mutex, and obviously, non-shared data structures need no synchronization at all. We implemented this differentiation by configurable synchronized() pointcuts 4 . Such a pointcut is a textual list, provided by the user, of all classes that are covered by a particular synchronization mechanism -in our case Cyg_Scheduler, Cyg_ Thread and their base classes.
Our second observation is that, as soon as a data structure is being modified, its checksum is no longer valid, so that all concurrent checks must be skipped until the checksum is valid again. Therefore, we introduced a per-obj ect counter into each shared class instance. This counter is incremented before a thread enters a potentially modifying, that is non const, member function. The counter is decremented after the thread leaves the non-const member function. In fact, such a per-object counter reflects the number of concurrent threads that may modify an object. All EDM/ERM operations are skipped unless this counter is 1, which means, until there is only a single thread accessing the object. In summary, each function call to a shared object is synchronized by 9 steps:
1)
acquire lock 2) increment per-object counter 3) check () the checksum if counter == 1 4) release lock 5) enter the function ... until it returns 6) acquire lock 7)
recalculate() the checksum if counter == 1 8) decrement per-object counter 9)
release lock
This sequence guarantees atomicity due to the locking and furthennore elides unnecessary EDM/ERM operations. Another important property is that this sequence cannot cause deadlocks, since the second Coffman condition (hold and "wait for" resources) [25] is not satisfied. After acquiring the lock, the EDMJERM operation runs to completion, and the lock is released straightaway without waiting for additional resources.
Finally, the per-obj ect counters have to be resilient against memory errors on their own respect. We implemented these counters by tripling their state plus majority voting. This solution is feasible, since a counter's state is only an integer variable, so that tripling is inexpensive.
V. IMPLEMENTAT ION AND EVALUATION
In the following, we describe the implementation of five concrete error-detection and error-recovery algorithms based on the generic object-protection mechanism. Subsequently, we quantitatively evaluate their effectiveness in a set of benchmarks with fault-injection (FI) experiments, and measure the induced static and dynamic overhead. This allows us to predict the suitability of specific EDM/ERM variants for yet unknown scenarios, and to draw conclusions on the overall methodology.
A. EDMIERM Variants
To exemplarily evaluate the generic object-protection mech anism described in Sections III and IV , we implemented five generic EDM/ERM aspects. In Table II we introduce acronyms for each variant for reference in the rest of this section ("Baseline" is the unmodified version without protection), and present canonicalized 5 lines-of-code per module to convey an estimate of the complexity.
Each variant is implemented as a generic module and can be configured to protect any subset of the existing C++ classes of the target system. 
B. Evaluation Setup & Fault Model
We evaluated each protection variant on eCos 3.0 with a set of 21 benchmark and test programs that is bundled with eCos itself, and which constitutes a subset of all eCos benchmarks that is implemented in C++ and utilizes threads. Table III briefly describes each benchmark and records its number of dynamic function calls to the protected scheduler and thread classes. Including the baseline variant, this set totals at 126 variantlbenchmark combinations. All binaries were compiled for i386 with the GNU C++ compiler (GCC, eCosCentric GNU tools 4.3.2-sw, optimization level -02); eCos was set up with its default configuration, grub startup and the bitmap scheduler variant. Additionally, we disabled both serial and VGA output, as the benchmarks report on success or failure before finishing, and such time-consuming output would completely mask out any EDM/ERM runtime overhead.
We chose two different fault models to emphasize the flexibility in our solution space. First, we used the common uniformly-distributed transient single-bit flip fault model in data memory, i.e., we consider program runs in which a single bit in the datalBSS segments flips at some point in time. This model seems reasonable for low-cost embedded systems where read-only data and code (text) is stored in far less susceptible (EEP)ROM or Flash, and global objects and the program stack is kept in non-ECC RAM. Second, we used a burst bit-flip model, which flips all eight bits at a memory address at once. This models, e.g., multi-bit impacts of high energy events.
Bochs, the IA-32 (x86) emulator back end that the FA IL * experimentation framework [17] currently provides, was con figured to simulate a modern 2.666 GHz x86 CPU. It simulates the CPU on a behavior level with a simplistic timing model of one instruction per cycle (with the exception of the HLT instruction, which spans multiple cycles until the next interrupt), and does not provide any insights on caching and pipelining effects. Therefore the results obtained from injecting memory errors in this simulator are very pessimistic: We expect that a contemporary cache hierarchy would mask many main-memory bit flips (especially for longer-running benchmarks).
C. Effectiveness: Error Detection & Correction
To keep the FI experimentation efforts within reasonable limits, we skipped the three longest-running benchmarks (KILL, MUTEX3 and CLOCKTRUTH -the latter running for almost 2.7 billion instructions) and the Hamming protection variant with its extremely high runtime overhead (cf. Section V-D). Furthennore we modified the BIN_SEM2 and SYNc2 benchmarks to run for 100 instead of 1,000 main loop iterations, and extrapolated the results for the original version by multiplying the failure counts by 10; this simplification is valid due to the highly repetitive nature of these benchmarks. Additionally we constrained the fault space to the scheduler and thread data structures within the kernel: This naturally biases the FI results towards a better coverage, but as we do not expect any resiliency-wise different behavior from all other memory areas, we would not gain additional insights from injecting faults there. Therefore, the following results are only valid for the protected data structures, while the non-critical rest of the memory space (cf. Section II) remains as susceptible as before. and CLOCKTRUTH benchmarks omitted due to their extremely long runtime).
For both fault models and the remaining 90 variant/bench mark combinations (including the baseline), and after applying FAIL *'s conservative fault-space pruning techniques to effi ciently cover the complete fault space, we conducted a total of about 274 million FI experiments. Figure 3 shows the FI result distribution for the single-bit flip fault model, divided into positive (no effect, error detected and corrected, and error detected) and various negative outcomes: The CRC variant successfully detects (the only protection variant that only detects but not corrects) scheduler and thread data-structure errors in almost all cases -over all benchmarks, an average of 15.3 % faults have no effect, 84.7 % are detected, and only 0.01 % (from a previous average of 12.8 % in the baseline) still fail. The other evaluated variants (TMR, CRC+DMR, SUM+DMR) turn out equally good (±0. 1 %), with the difference that 84.7 % are detected and corrected. With the burst fault model, the numbers only vary insignificantly (plot not shown): The baseline fails in marginally more cases (13.6 %), but the evaluated EDM/ERM schemes detect/correct the same percentage of errors.
The experiment outcome numbers relative to the fa ult space size from the previous paragraph are contrasted by the absolute numbers in Table IV . As software-implemented error protection introduces additional runtime overhead, protected variants naturally run longer, increasing the chance of being hit by memory bit-flips (which we assume to be uniformly distributed). Consequently, there exists a break-even point between, metaphorically, quickly crossing the battlefield, and running slower but with heavy armor. Table IV suggests that for 13 of the benchmarks, this break-even point is approximately met (the error counts with and without protection are within the same order of magnitude), but we do not readily gain a real advantage from running slowly. For the remaining 5 -note these are among the longest-running among the 18 analyzed! -the break-even was clearly outpaced and the absolute failure numbers are reduced by several orders of magnitude. We conclude that our protection mechanisms can be applied to almost any long-running embedded application with a significant net resiliency improvement.
D. Effi ciency: Static and Runtime Overhead
Although the previous subsection illustrated that our protec tion mechanisms increase the system resiliency in many cases, they come at different static and dynamic cost. In the following we present code size and runtime measurements to put this cost in relation with the benefits gained. Figure 4 shows the static binary sizes of (due to space constraints) a selection of variants. The DATA sections of all binaries are negligibly tiny (around 500 bytes) and stay constant in size; BSS also remains mostly constant with different protection variants (max. increase compared to the baseline is 3.6 %). The code size (TEXT) increases vary extremely between the different variants : While CRC increases the code by an average of 58 % (SUM+DMR: 74 %, CRC+DMR: 79 %, TMR: 105 %), the Hamming variant costs a whopping average of 146 %.
Depending on the benchmark, the protected code sections are executed more or less often, resulting in highly varying runtime overhead. We deployed all variant/benchmark combina tions on a contemporary Intel Core i7-M620 notebook running at 2.66 GHz and measured their real-world timing behavior (with the RDTSCP CPU instruction). The total real-world runtime corresponds accurately (99.8 %) to the simplistic timing model of our simulation, aside from the EXCEPT I benchmark, which triggers machine-dependent CPU exceptions that execute hundredfold slower on real hardware. Figure 5 shows that the results can be classified into two categories: While some benchmarks continuously invoke the scheduler/thread objects and therefore lead to heavy impact on the runtime overhead, others access the scheduler infrequently and execute in almost the same runtime. The former category of benchmarks, in particular SYNc2, constitutes the pathologic use case for our protection scheme: It continuously bombards the scheduler with accesses and spends almost no time in the benchmark application itself. SYNc2 stands out extremely, running around 18 times longer for the CRC and SUM+DMR protection variants, 57 times for TMR and even 468 times for the dreaded Hamming code. Because the Hamming protection scheme consistently causes an order of magnitude higher overhead, we omitted to plot this variant. The second category of benchmarks -running for 107 clock cycles or longer in Figure 5 -shows way more encouraging results. These benchmarks contain a realistic application profile, that is, a mix of computation, idle phases and scheduler invocations. For these long-running benchmarks, the runtime costs stay well below 1 % in most cases and can be considered negligible. In conformity with Amdahl's law, the runtime overhead for the whole benchmark and test suite totals at only 0.09 % for the SUM+DMR, CRC and CRC+DMR protection variants, followed by TMR and Hamming with 0.23 % and 1.75 % respectively.
E. Discussion
The evaluation shows that, for our set of benchmarks, the EDM/ERMs come at different levels of overhead. Most protec tion mechanisms have little total runtime overhead. Overall, the SUM+DMR variant seems to offer the best costibenefit ratio in most cases, and shows a negligible slowdown on real hardware; if a detection-only mechanism suffices for the use case, the CRC protection may be a reasonable choice. Both mechanisms work fast and efficiently at machine-word granularity (in our case 32 bit). The only EDM/ERM that operates at bit level is the Hamming protection, which turns out to be by far the most inefficient choice. TMR has no real benefit -at least when single-bit and 8-bit-burst faults are considered -and should not be used in favor of SUM+DMR and CRC+DMR.
VI. RELATED WORK
Protecting computer systems' memories against errors is a concern remaining from the mainframe era. The persistence of this problem indicates that there might be no "one size fits all" solution. Hence, there is a large body of work attacking this problem. We classify related work into three categories: susceptibility analyses of operating systems to memory errors, hardware-supported memory protection, and software-based memory protection.
A. Susceptibility Analyses of Operating Systems to Memory Errors
Several studies have addressed the assessment of operating systems in the presence of hardware faults. Already in the Real-world runtime, measured on an Intel Core i7-M620 notebook: Eleven out of 21 benchmarks run very short (in the order of 10 4 to 10 6 clock cycles) and continuously invoke the operating system's scheduler, resulting in high overhead for each EDMIERM. These benchmarks are actually the pathologic use case for our protection scheme. The remaining ten benchmarks exhibit a more realistic application profile. The scheduler data structures are accessed infrequently in the benchmarks' control flows, so that the runtime costs stay well below 1 % in most cases and can be considered negligible.
nineties, Kao et al. [26] injected memory faults into the kernel address space of a UNIX operating system. Fabre et al. [27] performed similar fault-injection experiments with a microkernel operating system, and so did Madeira et al. [28] with a UNIX-like real-time operating system. More recently, the Linux kernel has been analyzed [29] , [30] .
These studies ground on a few thousand faults being ran domly injected, compared to millions of instructions executed by the operating systems. We doubt their general applicability, as it is unclear -to the best of our knowledge -to which extent statistically significant conclusions are drawn from sampled fault-injection experiments. Our work differs in that we cover the whole fault space and do not rely on random sampling. Moreover, we provide insight into particular operating-system data structures, such as Scheduler and Thread objects.
B. Hardware-supported Memory Protection
Commodity ECC DIMMs store 8 bits of redundancy for 64 bits of data, yielding in single-bit-error correction and double-bit-error detection (SEC-DED) with uniform storage overhead of 12.5 %. Commercial Chipkill [8] improves this rather weak error-correction scheme in tolerating word-wise multi-bit errors (typically 4 adjacent bits) by interleaving a word to independent DRAM chips, at the cost of up to 30 % higher energy consumption due to forced narrow-I/O configuration [9] . Therefore, several hardware modifications to memory controller and memory management units (MMU) have been proposed [9] , [3 1], increasing storage overhead up to 18.75 % and 26.5 %.
The MMU has also been used to manage page-level EDMs [32] . Pages are checksummed and read/write permissions are withdrawn after a timeout, so that the next access on such a page results in a trap, which is used to verify the checksum and restore page permissions. This approach suffers from high runtime-overhead (25 % to 53 %), and, although the authors did not evaluate error-detection capabilities, we are convinced that due to the coarse page-granularity (4 KiB) and the timeout mechanism, many errors are not detected.
Another technique is to retire pages that have seen errors [4] , [33] . We regard this approach as complementary, because it is only useful against permanent errors and does not prevent transients.
C. Software-based Memory Protection
Researchers investigated the dynamic heap for allocating reliable memory at runtime. Samurai [15] is a C/C++ dynamic memory allocator that uses replication of memory chunks. Applications have to be manually modified to use the Samurai API for access to reliable heap memory, which involves checking and updating of the replicas. This approach exposes the heap allocator as single point of failure, which cannot be recovered when hit internally by a memory error. Finally, there is no support for multi-threading, which renders Samurai a poor match for protecting an operating system. Chen et al. [14] describe a heap memory allocator for a Java virtual machine that adds checksums to each allocated object. These checksums are verified and generated on execution of particular byte-code instructions (for example getf ie ld/putf ie ld). Their evaluation shows less than 40 % error detection at 32-57 % runtime overhead due to many unnecessary checks. Our static call-site analysis (see Section IV-D) avoids such unnecessary checks. Additionally, by its very nature, any reliable heap allocator does not protect data stored in datalB SS segments and on the stack, which is common for operating systems.
Compilers are also an appealing target for transforming non-fault-tolerant software into fault-tolerant implementations. Fetzer et al. [16] use arithmetic AN-encoding of memory (among other methods) to detect errors by essentially doubling the storage space for encoded values. Even at this high level of redundancy, recovery is unaddressed. Chang et al. [34] apply triple-redundant execution plus AN-encoding to protect the register file. Their compiler-implemented approach pointed out similar windows of vulnerability compared to our work, that is, "between validation and use" [34] of replicas and "before a value is copied" [34] . Code-transformation rules for source to-source compilers have been proposed in [35] , [13] , [36] . These approaches are based on duplicating or even triplicating important variables of single-threaded user-level programs. The studies somehow "reinvent the wheel" by implementing a proof of-concept source-to-source compiler (if ever) -a tedious task for C/C++, being far from complete [35] , [13] . Our work differs in that we use the mature general-purpose AspectC++ compiler that allows us to focus on the implementation of software-based EDMIERMs in the OS/application layer, instead of implementing special-purpose compilers.
Fault tolerance in the OS/application layer bears the invaluable advantage of tailored application-specific measures. However, we are convinced that the fault-tolerance concerns should be separated from the "business logic" of the application to reduce complexity. Several researchers attacked this modu larity problem by exercising aspect-oriented programming, in particular AspectC++ [37] , [38] . For example, Alexandersson et al. [38] implemented triple-time-redundant execution and control-flow checking as a proof of concept, which led to 300 % runtime overhead. However, none of these approaches addresses memory errors.
Finally, robust data structures can deal with memory errors. Taylor et al. [18] proposed linear lists and binary trees that use redundant pointers but leave the payload unprotected. Aumann et al. [39] formalized a similar approach and extended it to fault-tolerant stack data structures. A formal methodology for the specification of invariants (constraints that are satisfied by correct data structures) is presented in [40] . Automatic detection and repair of errors by validating user-defined invariants at runtime has been studied in [4 1 ]. Thus, the design of robust data structures requires an excellent understanding of the software. Moreover, it is essential that appropriate invariants exist, which are often difficult -or even impossible -to specify. Our generic object protection, however, is very easy to apply to existing software, because we do not require comprehensive knowledge of the system nor do we need to modify it.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented an aspect-oriented approach to software-based fault-tolerance, which can be tailored based on application knowledge and, thus, overhead-wise clearly outperforms related works from other authors. We regard the total performance overhead of 0.09-1 .7 % as negligible. At the same time, the number of system failures (both crashes and silent data corruptions) caused by errors in eCos' scheduler and thread data structures could be reduced significantly from 12.8 % to below 0.01 %. Moreover, our approach is completely generic and can be applied to any other object-oriented C++ program as well.
An interesting side effect is that in contrast to hardware ECC solutions, software bugs are also detected. For example, if a parallel thread or an interrupt handler erroneously overwrites the content of an object, the proposed mechanism will detect the problem. Considering the ongoing trend towards multi-and many-core CPUs and multi-threaded code, this property might become a huge benefit.
The main disadvantage of the approach is the significant code bloat, caused by the vast number of instantiations of generic code. This is certainly a problem in some embedded us age scenarios. Code size reduction will therefore be our primary goal for future work. We expect that a better interprocedural analysis inside the AspectC++ compiler would help to further reduce the number of checks, but its implementation is subj ect to future work.
